INTRODUCTION "
Computer power has increased over 70% per year for the last 50 years, or over 11 orders of magnitude. This inc.rcase makes it difficult to measure performance with a teel that does not scale. Funhennore, a given make of parallel processor can offer a performance range of over 80(X) to t, so the scaling problern exists even ii applied to a computer of current vintage. Any benchmark of fixed size is soon obsoleted by hardware advances that render the time and space requirements of the benchmark unrepresentative of realistic use of the equipment. The common workamund of performing a fixed-size task repelitively is less lhan salisfactory.
A related issue is the dilTiculty of scientifically comparing computers with vastly different architectures or programming environments. A benchmark designed for one architecture or prognunming model puts a different architecture al a disadvantage, even when nominal performance is otherwise similar. Assumptions such as arithmetic precision, memory topology, and "legal" language constructs are invariably wedded to the job lo be timed, in the inlerest of controlling as many variables as possible. This "ethnocentrism" in benchmark design has hampered comparison of novel parallel computers with traditional serial compulers. Examples of popular benchmarks that have some or ali of the foregoing drawbacks are LtNPACK {3l, lhc "PERFECT TM Club" [1 II, the Livermore Loops I91, SPEC [131, Wlletstones 12l, and Dhrystones [14] .
(;hapter 2 presents the design goals of a benchmark that attempts to solve these and other dil'ficulties. Chapter 3 shows our techniques [br achieving these goals. Chapter 4 gives experimental results for a wide range of parallel and serial computers. Chapter 5 discusses implications of the fixed-time method for superlinear speedup.
PERF()RMANCE MEASUREMENT (;()ALS
Ideally, a benchmark should be scalable, broad in architectural scope, simple to apply and undcrsland, • representative of the way people actually use computers, and scientifically honest. A proper benchmark is both a task engineered to meet these goals and a set of rules governing the experimental procedure, lt is more than just an application program or excerpt. We recognize that many of these goals are at odds with one anottuer. As with any engineering design, a certain amount of compromise is necessary. In _' partictllar, it single benchmark with a single figure-of-merit cannot fully characlerize performance for tile entire range of computing tasks. Ilowevcr, it seems possible to restrict ourselves to large-scale ,,;cienlific problems and capture salient features of that cla,',s of problems that are absent from other computer perlimn ance tests.
Goal: SCALABLE BENCHMARKING
II is a natural assumption that in measuring computer perlbrmance the problem being solved sllould be fixed as tile computing power varies. Unfortunately, this is a dubious assumption since it does not rellect the way people actually use computers. Generally, problems scale to use the available resources, (both memory and speed), such that the execution time remains approximately constant [1, 6, 7, 15] .
The problem of solving systems oi" linear equations is a scalable one, and one central to scientific computing. When the LINPACK software was first introduced, timings lhr solving a 100 by 100 system were gathered from a number of institutions and published. In 32-bit precision, the problem only required 40,000 bytes of storage and about 670,000 Iloating-point operations. A computer such as a VAX-II/780 took several seconds for the computation---a reasonable unit of time to wait for an answer. As computers have increased in size and speed, the 100 by 100 problem is increasingly inappropriate for measuring high-speed computers. The CRAY Y-MPS/832 performs that problem in less than 1/300 of a second, faster than almost any display can refresh to inform the user that the task is done. Even in 64-bit precision, the CRAY uses less than 1/30,000 ol its main memory for such a problem. As a result, a new version of the benchmark was intrc,d_lccd for a 300 by 300 problem. When this also began to look small, , a 1000 by 1000 version was added. Variations for precision and allowable optimizations have further multiplied the number' of meanings of the phrase "LINPACK benchmark." The LINPACK benchmark has limited scalability even as a kernel, since its random number generator produces singular matrices for large matrix sizes. In fact, no major benchmark in use today has been designed lhr scalability.
Yet, most real scientific problems are inherently scalable. We use n here to indicate some measure of both problem size and difficulty, lt need not be tied to instruction counts or floating point operations or bytes of storage; it Should simply increase with the quality or complexity of the simulation. For example, scientilic problems often involve n degrees of freedom, where n is variable over a wide range depending on the accuracy and realism desired. We seek such a problem as the basis of the benchmark. By varying n, the benchmark should be able to track changes in available performance.
We also wish to allow n to vary on a line scale. That is, the problem should accommodate any integer n above some threshold and not, for example, restrict n to perfect squares or powers of 2. This will allow the exploration of the space ot" problem size versus number of processors in detail, for parallel systems with adjustable numbers of processors.
Goal: FIXED-TIME BENCttMARKING
Rather than fix the size o1"the job to be run, we wish to fix the time and scale the work to be done to fit within that time. A time of one minute is used in our current effort, but any time range within the limits of human patience (about 0.1 second to 1 montta) for a single computer task could be used as the constant. Shorter times do not fully exercise a system, and longer times are tedious and expensive to use as a benchmark. The benchmark should have logic to time itself and adjust automatically to find the problem size for the specified time, or allow the user to do the search manually, We wish to consider " only elapsed time, not "CPU time" or other subsets of what the user perceives.
An important consequence of the fixed-time model is that "Amdahl's law" loses its relevance and its 6 predictive powers in understanding the limits to vectorizati0n, parallel proce,qsing, and other architectural ideas [6, 7] . We feel that this "fixed-time" approach should be used in benchmarking computers generally.
lt is important to note that the fixed.dme model is distinct from the "scaled speedup" model in which the problem size, as measured by the storage of variables, is scaled with the number of processors [7] . On ensemble computers, simply replicating the problem on every processor will usually make total execution time increase by more than just the cost of parallelism. Fixing work per processor instead of storage per processor keeps run time nearly constant. A simple example is lhitt of matrix factoring.
(Tonsider the simple problem of solving n equalions in n unknowns, with full coupling between equalions (dmlse nlatrix represcnlalion).
Arithmetic work varies its n 3, with storage varying as n2. On a /'-processor distributed memory system, simply replicating the storage structures on every processor will not generally lead to a fixed run time, since the arithmetic work to solve a matrix with Pn 2 elemenls is P3/2n3, whereas at fixed time model lhal assumes negligible parallel overhead oi_ P processors would call for t'n 3 arithmetic work. 'l'llis _neans tllal the scaled IlIotlcl execution lime increa_s as I '1/2. This situation appeared in the wave mcclmuics, fluid dynamics, iu_d structural analysis: probicnls run on the 1024-processor hypercube at Sandia 17l, wldch similarly involved order O(Ii 2) data storage and O(n 3) arithmetic complexity.
On lhc 1024-processor hypercube, to simulate a like amount of physical time (or convergence accuracy for the structural analysis problem) took about 1()241/2 = 32 times as much ensemble computing time. lt was then that we realized that the historical "Just make the problem larger!" argument for distributed memory might be simplistic to the Ixfint of being fallacious. The sealed model is " still lhc best one to use ii" storage rather than time dictates the size of the problem that can be run, but the fixed-time model more realistically limits the extent to which problem scaling can be used to reduce communication cost for ensemble computers. 0
For these "n 2 -n 3'' problems, it is useful to think about increasing the ensemble size by powers of (_4. With 64 times as much computing power, increasing n by a factor of 4 increases the work by a factor of 43 = 64, which should keep execution time about constant if parallel overhead is low. However, the total data storage then only increases by a factor of 42 = 16, 11ot 64. Thus, each processor actually decreases in local storage requirements by a factor of 4. With a typical distributed memory approach of using subdomains on each processor, the subdomain dimensions shrink by 50% for every factor o1"64 increase in the number of processors, l:'i._:cd-time performance models must reduce the size of subdomains as th_ humidor (?/'processors P increases, if work £rowsJaster than storage. For the n 2 -n3 problems, the linear size m of an m by m subd()main will vary as p-l/e_ ii" we assume linear perR)rmance increases.
On a log log graph of problem size and ensemble size, the ideal fixed-time model appears as a line of slope 2/3, the ratio of the exponents for storage complexity and work complexity (see Fig. 1 ). 
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Goal: PRECISION INDEPENDENCE
Rather than specify an arithmetic precision to be used, such as "64-bit IEEE floating-point ,'lrtthmetic," self-consis'_cncy should be requiro,d in the result to a certain relative error. The user is then l'ree to achieve a result within that tolerance using any calculation method or precision. The yules for precision should be determined by the desired precision in the result, not by dictating the method of calculation. Physical conservation laws are very helpful in testing self-consistency in scalable problems.
".
Goal: VALID FIGURE OF MERIT o
Performance evaluation is inherently multidimensional. Yet, efforts to disseminate statistical information have not been very successful. The Livermore Loops present 24 speeds for 3 different vector lengths, with a variety of ways to sum and average the results, and yet one sees statements like, "Our computer runs the Livermore Loops at 10.8 MFt.OPS."
The SPEC benchmark also contains 10 components of widely varying nature (from matrix kernel operations to a complete circuit simulation), yet the "SPEC mark" is a scalar quantity derived from these components. Recognizing this, we seek to produce a single figt_re of merit number that is meaningful, to prevent misuse of multidimensional information.
Instead of using questionable performance measures such as MIPS (Millions of Instructions Per Second), or MFLOPS (Millions ot" Floating-Point Operations Per Second), the basis of comparison should be simply n, the problem size. Although other work measures can be provided by the benchmark as a guide to optimization, they are not the coin of the realm. A computer should be considered more powerful than another on this benchmark ii"and only if it runs a "larger" (bigger value of n) problem in the time allotted, lt is not nccessat.'y that work bc a simple function of n (and it seldom is), but the work should be a strictly increasing function of n.
Goal." COMPLETE TASK MEASUREMENT
With a fixed-time paradigm, it becomes practical to include costs such as disk input/output and the setting up of equations to be solved. Since computers tend to improve so as to balance speeds with fixed time rather than l'ixcd-size jobs in mind, these previously excluded components of computer use can be fairly included in the measurement. We strongly fcel it is incorrect to test only the compute-intensive part of a task. Even recent eflorts such as the PERFECT and SPEC test suites excise the input and output • functions in some or ali of their component routines [ 11, 13] .
Goal." MINIMIZATION OF ttUMAN EFFOgT 5'IAS
Since converting programs to different architectures imposes a burden that is reflected (at least temporarily) in reduced performance, the benchmark should be disseminated in as many representative
orm, as possible: traditional, vectorizcd shared memory parallel, distributed memory parallel, etc. lt should also bc maintained in many languages such as C, Fortran 77, Pascal, and Fortran 90, to reduce language conversion effort. In the sense that computer benchmarks compare programmers as well as computers, a centralized and collective body of conversion tools makes the comparison fair and decmphasizes programming skill. For the same reason, great effort should be put into finding the "best serial algorithm," that is, the solution method with the _';mallest apparent complexity. Otherwise a problem thought to be some complexity like O(n 3) might later prove to be O(n2 lg n), which only some programmers would discover and exploit.
Goal." ACCOUNTABILITY
For some reason, virtually ali published benchmark data deletes the source of the data. In contrast lo scienlific reporting, compute r benchmark ligures are seldom accompanied by the name of the person who ran lhc t_nchmark and tile dale the Iigures were submitted. To preserve the inlegrity and accounlabilily of the comparison, the benchmark should include this data, along with the institutional affiliation of the person submitting the measurement. The following sections amplify on the preceding ideas. The Scalable, Language-independent, Ames l_,aboratory One-minute Measurement (SLALOM TM) was created to meet the objectives described above.
I. Sealable Benchmarking w,
In September 1989, we began a search for a complele, practical scienlific problem that demands the Solulion o[ a set of n fully-coupled equations similar lo the traditional LINPACK test. Conventional mclhods lhr such problems require O(n j) operations for solution, and O(n 2) operations for setup. Storing the answer, a list o1" n numbers, takes O(n) operations, Reading a description of the geometry and other physical parameters of the problem takes O(1) operations.
The memory required for the problem varies ,, as n2. These scaling characteristics capture the salient features ota wide spectrum of scientific computing [asks. With careful design of the problem discretization, n can be chosen as any positive number, to permit fine adjustment of the work and storage needed.
We have been unable to find a genuine scientific problem for which the best known algorithm requires the direcl solution of a nonsymmetric, dense matrix with parlial pivoting. However, a diagonally-dominant dense matrix problem was found in the pioneering paper by Greenbcrg,
151which is the equilibrium radiation given off by a coupled set of diffuse surl'accs thai emit and absorb radiation.
The problem is easily described and understood: A room is painted with a separate color for each wall, plus [loor and ceiling, and one or more of the six surfaces also emits lighl. Emissivily and reflectivily are described as red-green-blue components for each wall of tt_e morn. The problem is to find the color variation over each wall. Goral's paper uses an example test case as shown in 
FIG. 2. Radiosity in a Box
There is a white, light-emitting ceili_g, shades of gray on the Iloor, fronl, and back walls, and saturated red and saturated blue side w_lis. (We will usually use the term "face" instead of "wall," and "box" instead of "room," in this paper.) With diffuse surfaces, there is a "bleeding" of color to nearby surfaces.
,i
Goral's paper offers limited scaling, breaking each face into 3 by 3, 5 by 5, and 7 by 7 "patches," with 6m 2 equations to solve for an m by m patch decomposition. The coupling between patches is the "fraction of the sky" each patch "sees" occupied by another patch, forwhich 151uses an approximate quadrature.
We coded the radiosity problem in a scalable lashion, to allow rely number ofpatches n,.lmm six on up. The challenge is to write an automatic decomposition algorittma that is both concise and amenalile to parallel processing, so the process will be treated in some detail here. The initial apprt)ach was to assume the box is a unit cube, l'ind the largest m such that 6m 2 is less than n, then halve patches until n was reached. F'or example, for n = 27 !retches, one would start with L'4_77_J = 2 lhr m, and then split three patches in two (see' Fig. 3) . 
FIG. 4. Exploitable Symmetries
Also, the solution l'or a perfect cube is too special to resemble a practical radiosity calculation. Hence, we allow variable box dimensions, restricted to the range 1-10() length units, and decompose the surface of the box into patches that are as nearly square and as nearll equal in area as possible. Exploitation o1 repeate(l geometric relationships becomes much more difficult, accurz'cy for z_given ,_ number of patches is improved, and the problem merc closely resembles a real problem for wt_i_'h a scicnti ric computer might be used.
Let Ai be the total area of face i, and A be tlae tota_.l area. Then we want I_-:
Number (71" p;llches on face i =,n x A i I A.
,, Actually, we mark "start-end" patch numbers for each face. Face 1 starts with patch 1; Face 6 ends with p,atch n. In between, face i starts with the p;._tchthat lac_ i-I endo(l with, plus one. Face i ends with patch LY_,A/A+ 0.5 J, where the summation is j = to i. The ...+ 0.5 J' technique explicitly rounds to the nearest integer, breaking lies by rounding up. This explicitness was discovered to be necessary when we teste0 language independence between Fortran and Pascal, since implicit rounding lunctions in Pascal use round-to-nearest-even rules, whereas Fortran uses round-toward-zero rules. Within a face, we desire patches that are as nearly square as possible, to reduce discretization error. This is accomplished by dividing each face first into columns, with the number of columns given by [q(patches/eccentricity) + 0.5/, The eccentricity is the ratio of the face dimensions. For example, to put 7 patches on a 2 by 3 face, use [_/(7 ] 3/2) + 0.5J = 3 columns. We can slightly increase robustness by using one column when this formula gives zero columns for a face. However, there must still be an error trap for the case of no patches on a face. For example, a 1 by 1 by 50 box with only six patches will decompose to having no patches on the 1 by 1 faces (each being only 1/2.00 of flae surface area) and the benctunark must signal a need for more patches for such a problem.
Let npatch be the number of patches on a face, and i be the local number of a patch on that face, 1 <_i < npatc h. Let neel be the number of coltlmns on the face, as determined by the preceding discussion. Then patch i resides in the column given by
for arrays with index origin 1. Note that 1 _<iceI s neeb This assignment of patches to columns distributes " "remainder" patches (that is, those in excess of an exact integer division of npatch by neet) evenly across the face rather than clumping them at one extreme. A geometrical interpretation of the subdivision for npatc h = 7 and neeI= 3 is shown in Fig. 5 . 
where the ceiling function [ n / m] is calculable from / (n + m -1) / ml, a more language-independent construct, lt now follows that the number of rows in a given column is
which gives hrew = {3, 2, 2} for icet = {1, 2, 3} for the example shown in Fig. 5 . 
FIG.6. Example of Radiosity Solution
This completes the solution to the scalability problem with restx:ct to domain decomtx_sition. For any problem of size six or greater, tlae preceding method decomposes the benchmark task in a reasonable, portable, concise, numerically sound manner. For a parallel ensemble, die geometry of any subset of the patches can bc computed directly from the number of the patch, removing a potential serial bottleneck.
Fixed-Time Benchmarking
lt is possible to make any scalable benchmark into a fixedtime benchmark simply by putting an upper time bound in the ground rules of tl_e benchmark. If a user-written program can tilne its own execution, the program can scale itself to run in a stx:cified time. Just as a rccursive program operates on its own output, the fixed.time driver creates a benchmark that operates on its own pcrfonnance.
The number to adjust is an integer, n, that describes the "size" of tile problem in some sense. Here, n is the number of patches in a radiosity problem, but the technique is general.
_,
The user is asked by the program to supply a desired time interval, which we call goal. (Wt trove found, by experiment, that 60 seconds is a good compromise between realistically long run times and easy-to-bcnclamark short times, but d_e goal time is arbitrary.) The user is then asked to supply a value of n 3uch that d_e program will take less than goal time to execute.
The program tests that n is within limits imposed by the problem and the computer. For example, the radiosity problem requires n > 6. (If the box is highly eccentric, the minimum n could _ larger.) If n passes as a valid lower bound, the timer is started and the benchmark is run. If the benchmark (:ills to run in less time than goal, the driver repeats its request until a satisfactory lower-bound n is supplic.d. If it succeeds, the n is saved and the driver proceeds to the next step.
|1
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The next stage is to find an n such that the run time is greater than or equal to goal. The reason is to disallow equality with goal, which rewards low-resolution timers. For example, a computer capable of self-timing only to 1 second resolution might run 60.999 seconds, report it as 60 seconds, and thus bc able to run a l:_rgcr n than a computer with a more precise clock.
li'goal is large, n might cxceed the value allowed by the computer mernory allocated by the program being bcnchmarked. 1'he user is responsible for altering the benchmark to allow sufficiently large n, even ii" ii means explicil management of mass storage. (Running out of memory to achieve a one-minute SLALOM mn might be interpreted as a symptom of unbalanced or special-pug)ose computer design.) II lhc n supplied as an upper bound fails to equal or exceed the goal time, the driver repeats its request until a satisfactory n is supplied.
Note that a given computer might not be powerful enough to mn even the minimum n pennitled by " the benchmark in goal time. We have chosen tlm problem and goal such that virtually every programmable machine cun'cntly marketed is sufficiently powerful to qualify, although computers from a few years ago might not.
With an upper bound and a lower bound, tlm problem of finding the n that is as large as possib!e without requiring time greater than or equal to goal is a classic root-finding problem. The time is not necessarily an increasing function oi'n, nor is it particularly "smooth" for most computers. Pipeline lengths, cache sizes, and memory organization can complicate pcrl'ormance enough to destroy monotonicity.
Methods such as Newton-Raphson iteration were tried and found nonconvergcnt in general, for the preceding reason.
There might also be random timing varialion for any single value of n. If the variation is greater than the difference in timing for values of n differing by unity, then the n detem]ined by the driver will bc a random variable. Intuitively, the distribution of n is zero above some integer, since the hardware has inherent limits (Fig. 7) . Hence, we look at the record largest n achievable over any desired number ot' tests to again reduce the measurement to ztsingle integer value. Oil(.:e nuppe r -nlowe r = 1, the desired n is nlowe r. A problem with this method is that random ' lluctuationsh_ tlm timing might assign a particular n ;.tsbelow goal on one run, but above it on the next. Currently, our workaround is to refer to the instance where th TM execution time was below goal and use that run as the result. We ignore the "final" report of an n value if it equals or exceeds goal.
The ft×cd-time driver has been developed for several computers and written in several langua_,es, lt works satisfactorily in most cases. On the MasPar and Cray versions, the machines have a preference tor multiples of 64 in tlae problem size, ,and manual selection is used to find the largest problem that runs in less than one minute.
Language/Architecture Independence
Two approaches are used to remove tics to a particular language or architecture: a high-level problem description, m_da multiplicity of working examples covenng a wide sI._ctrum of environments.
A high-level problem description is practical if gui(lance is supplied as to what, appears to be a "good" , solution metl_od, and ii the input-output is specified so as tc, rule out unrealistic use of precomputed [ answers. Supply,in)_, guidat'_cc is like :m athletic competition; although certain techniques are known to be , effective, compctitc_r:_ n:,ay choose what works best for them individually. Advances in technique that appear genera! arc made publicly known as quickly as possible to eliminate an advantage based on ' dispara_te knowledge.
If only a single input and output are specified, a benchmark with such liberal rules quickly degenerates into the trivial recall of precomputed answers, But if input is not specified, run times will vary with input (in general), itr;ro(luting an uncontrolled variable. The solution is this: the program must work for a SlYecifiedrange o1+ inputs, and must time an input (supplied as standard) using the same method used tbr arbitrary input. Stated mmther way, the program cannot cont,'_in any information specific to the standard case.
For the radiosity problem, the standard case is much like the example in Goral's paper [5] shown in Fig. 2 . The main changes are to make the faces rectangular (13.5 by 9 by 8) rather than square, and m derive the coupling with exact analytic expressions instead o1"approximate quadrature.
The matrix formulation and solution are similar, except _.llatwe divide the matrix, mw entries by the area of the patch Io which they Ix:train, which rendms the matrix symmelric. The discovery that the radiosity problern could t)e inade symmetric, cutting soltllion time almost by half for large problenls, was a surprise to us. lt reduces the resemblance of SLAt.OM to the LINPACK benchmark, but one could argue that symmetric systems of equati(ms are the nile rather tl_a_ the exception in physical sin-tulations.
As of this writing, we have converted the high-level description of the radiosity problem, as supplied t)y Goral's pai×:r, into the following fo[ms:
• Fortran 77for ,';utl4, VAX, IBM I'C, etc.
• Vectorized Fortran for sitt,_+le processor Iris and NCUBE computers ( the NCUBE is scalar, but benefits from vector lit_rary calls). • l'as,.'alfor IBM f:'C comlmtihle,s'. + • &dSlC.fi_r Macintosh (hoth interpreted and compiled).
• C for SUN4 and other UNIX..based workstations.
•
C (extended with plural variables).lbr MasPar, 1024 to 16.384 processors. _, • Fortran with parallel loop compiler directives fi:)r CRAY-2 and tris (shared memory, I-8 processors). • Fortran with message-lmssing constructsJbr NCUBE (up to 4096 processors) • Fortran with "PARDO" co,,tstructsfi)r Myrias (supplied by .lira Roche, Myrias Computer Corp.).
We are i,: the process of putting all of the ve_ions under tlm SCCS revision control system. i M Pll
Precision Independence
We fcel the goal should Ix: to compute an answer within a specified tolerance of the con'cct answer, and not specify the word size or anything cise about how to get to that level of precision.
The benchmark has :wt, self-consistency checks. One is inside the timed part of the benchmark, since the check is also used to improve the accuracy of the answer ii" wi',lfin lolerance limits. The other is a pass/fail verification after lhc computation is done, not t:,ned. lt is very unlikely thai an incorrect lm,gram will pass tx_th tests, and experience has confimmd this. (We also use comparison of output files and e×amina'don of graphic displays of the output as a convenient way to check program corrccmess for small problems).
The first self-consistency check involves _.natrix setup, l.etf, = the fraction oi" the tmmisphere taken ® up by patch j, as seen from patc, h i. For example, fj = I ['or ci'ose, parallel planes, alxmt 0.2 for unit squares a unit apart or perpendicular and touching, and near 0 for patches that are small relative to their " separation (Fig. 8) . Analylic n_c'ans exisl to compule them for special geometric shapes, based on cvalu'ation of 4-dimensional itllcurals.
Initially, wc attempted to use approx,,nations to the fonn factors lhat would be easy to comp, , like those in the Goral papcr l5l. l lowcver, we found the accuracy to be poor for small numbers ol i).,chcs, unrcalislic l'or a scientific program. We evaluated the integrals in closed form for parallel and i, perpendicular patches wilh edges parallel to the ._Tz coordinate axes, eventually creating a one-page program for' the fi' computation that is considerably more compact than any appearing in the literature on -/jt ' lnrm factors. Also, a cyclic ordering of faces eliminated the need R)r extensive "case" statementr,. lt is important for a benchmark program to be concise and manageable, to minimize conversion effort and maintenance costs, yet represent the demands of a real computer application. These te_e setup portions of the benchmark only take about 200 lines of a high-level computer language.
i By using closed form expressions, tile ./0 factors inherit the property that _,j = 1, for all i, when correctly evaluated. Since each f0 requires hundreds of operations to evaluate (including square roots, logarithms, and arctangents), this summation provides a sensitive independent test of the matrix setup. We clloose a tolerance of 0.5 x 10-8 for the _/,:/to deviate from unity, that is, an accuracy of 7 decimals. This requires somewhat more than "single-precision" arithmetic on most computers (7.4 decimals ideally, but fewer because of cumulative errors) but is comfortably within t.hc "double-precision" range. This provides a level playing field for the various arithmetic tormats. It is usually advantageous to use the smallest number of bits or digits that satisfies the tolerance. This number will vary with problem size, but the user is free to meet the tolerance by adjusting precision as needed, throughout the task.
| " ! For _¢_,/calues widlin the tolerance limits but not numerically equal to unity, tlm f values are q normalized by the sum to force the sum to unity, q'his helps control minor cumulative rounding errors. Instead of normalizing the entire row of tl_e matrix, we simply scale tile right-hand side scalar and " " diagooal elements, trading n multiplications lhr two.
Thr. area of patch i can be denoted a,. Because the ai a;e not all the same, fj #fj,. in general (sce Fig.  10 .)
._t"
FIG. 10. Asymmetric Coupling
This means the radiosity matrix is nonsymmctric, i-lowcvcr, in the process of trying to remove minor undiscovered shortcuts from the algorithm, we discovered a major one. I1"the matrix rows are divided by a_, the matri× becomes symmetric, as mentioned in Section 3.3. Symmetry reduces solution cost by roughly a factor of two. Again, the scalin_, by a_is applied to the diagonal and right-hand side, saving n2 multiplications by l/a, of the other matrix elements. Cholesky factorization can be used for the matrix solution, for which there are well-tuned routines in many software libraries.
The second self-consistency tesi involves "residual" checks. For tlm linear system Ax = b, where A is an n by n matrix and x and b arc vectors of n clements, die residual is defined as IIAx -. bll, where we choose a computationally easy norm, the maximum of the absolute, values of the elements. To specify a Q tolerance, the residual is normalized by the norms of A and x, a qu_mtity sometimes called the relative residual. We require that IIAx --bll / IIAIIIlxll < 0.5 x 10-8 for each of the x values computed by the benchmark (one x lhr each component of the radiation: red, green, and blue). Thus, the residual check is _.
really three tests, all of which must pass. The residual check is performed after timing, since application ., soliware would generally eliminate such tests once program en'ors appeared to have been removed.
The user is encouraged to use whatever means work best to reduce the residual to the required tolerance. The problem is well-Ix)seal. Partial pivoting would add O(n 2) lloating-point comparison operations and introduce a serial bottleneck into the factoring algorithm. When partial pivoting was tried, the pivot was always on lhc diagonal, and so pivoting was eliminated from the benchmark. Diagonal dominance can be easily proved from the fac_ that retlectivity is less than unity and the sum of offdiagonal elements in a row is unity.
"File second self-consistency check greatly improves the "rules" under which the benchmark is run. Some parallel computers might favor iterative methods, or solution methods of very different intenaal composition from the one supplied. The alteniative method merely has to satisfy the 0.5 x 10-8 tolerance Ibr the full range of possible inputs, and it is then deemed a fair method Io use.
For this reason, the range of possible inputs has been carefully boundcd. The faces can range in dimension from 1 to 100 on an cdgc, and from 0.001 to 0.999 in reflectivity. Some cases in these ranges will be difficult to solve by iterative methods. For example, consider the box shownin Fig. 11 . [_l_,t_l'S the right-hand side for case of conat)utatioli when x is near 0, 1/(,! +x)= I--x+x 2-x 3+.,.+x 11 will favor the "direct method" on the left if x is slightly larger than -1. In this manner, wc constrain coml)cting machines to use methods that are similar (that is, direct solvers), but not by artificial rules. 'l'he rules are instead driven by requirements for the output delivered to the user.
Figure of Merit
The notion of using operation counts or other "work" measures for computer performance evaluation has several drawbacks, lt lends to reward inefl]cicnt methods that exercise the hardware, cvcn if they gcr " tile result merc slowly. 'l'he n(_tion of what to consider an "operation" has not stood the test of time. In tlac It)5()'s alld 1960's, nlultil)lications domiilatcd ¢)verail run time for compute-intensive problems, so) con_plexity analysis collsi(lcred only multiply and divide counts.
By the 1970's additions and L.
n_ultit>lications had comparable cost and were often weighted equally. Now, memory references often take lop,gcr than the aritlm_ctic, but are much harder to assess analytically for an abstract computer.
'l'o date, the generally accepted practice has been to use execution time as the figure or merit, lixing tla,? problem to be timed. This has disadvantages _tlready described, but at least execution time i_;a physically measurable quantity.
titre, we make problem size the figure of merit (the larger the better), another measurable quantity not subject to dispute. The use of problem size can lead to slightly unconventional ranking of machines, as shown in Table I : By Conventional mt::asures, Computer A is ranked higher since it performed more MFLOPS. By our metric, Computer B is ranked higher because ii ran a larger problem (more patches). Possibly Computer 1 has difficulty applying its speed to a slightly larger run because it runs out of fast memory, exceeds a tlardware vector length, etc. The effect will generally be ordy a slight difference from the MFLOPSbased ranking, except when the MFI.OPS i0r a computer is a jagged function of the problem size.
,-
Since supercompuler purchases are generally motivated by a desire to run larger problems (not achieve higher MFLOPS rates), the problem size makes a better figure of merit. This is the "grand . challenge" esthetic, lt contrasts, say, with the esthetic of maximizing conventional data processing throughput. The achievement of a,40,000-patch SLALOM run migltt be more significant than the achievement o[a "terallop" ot" nominal speed, since there would be at least a little assurance that the speed might be applicable to real problems.
Complete Task Measurement
The idea of a fixed-time benc.hmark solves the decades-old difficulty of including such parts of the benchmark execution as program loading, input, outpul, and other tasks with rather invariant time cost. With a fixed-sized problem, these components eventually dominate totalexecution time as vector or parallel methods are applied to the compute-intensive portions of the job (Amdahl's 1967 argument against parallel architectures). Hence, previous benchmarks have solved the problem by including only the kernel in the timing, with an enormous loss of realism.
With a fixed time of about one minute, the non-kernel part of the work should take just a few seconds, and can Ix: included in the timing without distortion effects. For the radiosity problem described here, time should grow as O( 1) for program loading, 0 (1) for reading problem geometry, O(n 2) l'or setting up tlm matrix, O(n 3) for solving the matrix, and O(n) for storing the solution.
Traditional benchmarks only time the O (n 3) part, or possibly both O(n2) and O(n 3) parts. Herc we time everything essential to the run other than the original writing and compiling of the program (which is presumably amortized over many runs and hence legitimate to neglect). Interestingly, the lower-exponent parts o1"the problem are the hardest to make run in parallel, so massively-parallel architectures will reveal .¢ the same input/oulput challenges for SLALOM thai they face in general applications.
Minimization of ltuman Effort Bias
To reduce the effect of variable human analytical skill in adapting a given program to a particular computer, we apply the same technique already mentioned in Section 3.3: a variety of best..eflk_rt versions are maintained in the library of possible starting points, for as many different architectures and languages as possible. New versions, motivated by the desire of a vendor to show high performance, are added to the library rather than kept proprietary.
In this way, contributors must provide not just perl'ormance data but also their method for achieving that performance in software, so that others may build on their accomplishment. 4 . BENCHMARK RESULTS Table 11 gives the results of using the SLALOM benchmark on a wide range of machines. Ali runs took between 58 and 60 seconds, so times are not given. The computers are listed in order of decreasing problem size that they were able to solve. We quole MFLOPS for continuity with earlier benchmarks, but the number ot" patches determines rank. MFLOPS assume O(n 3) cost for matrix factoring, and are likely to be inaccurale (too large) for problems that use block methods with O(n 2.s) Strassen multiplication or better.
SUPERLINEAR SPEEDUP EFFECTS
Definitions
Almost every paper on parallc, l speedup makes the following definition: "Speedup is the ratio of the uniprocessor execution time to the execution time on the p_,rallel processor." Speedup is the ratio of i speeds, not times. Speed is work divided by time. Work can be defined as essential floating point operations, instn|ctions, memory references, or whalcver seems a reasonable currency on a given syslem. .3 The choice of definition for work does not affect the arguments presented here.
Parallel work] Parallel time J Speedup
[,Uniprocessor time;
'_lllll'
The fixed-size model assumes work is constant, resulting in simplification to the ratio of times. Since problems generally scale to fit the time that a user will tolerate, we avoid this simplification. If anything is constant in practical computer use, it is the time. Hence, one might simplify speedup as the ratio of parallel work to uniprocessor work done in a given amount of time. Definition (5) is the one used here.
i Efficiency is traditionally defined as speedup divided by the number of processors. The definition assumes the impossibility of sup_rlinear speedup, guaranteeing that efficiency cannot exceed unity. Since the arguments presented below show that the quantity often exceeds unity, the tcnn "Efficiency" is a misnomer in this context.
Superlinear Speedup from Changing Routine Profile
Supcrlinear speedup results when problem scaling causes more time to be spent in faster routines. i
Consider the matrix setup and matrix factoring parts of SLALOM. The setup will take order n2 work and the factoring will take order n3 work. For small problems, setup might dominate the work, depending on the cost per matrix entry. The factoring approaches 100% of the work as n increases. Both steps can "_ readily be, done in parallel. In the fixed-time model, the fraction of the time spent on factoring increases with the number of processors. If the factoring proceeds at a higher speed than the setup (often the case) then each processor will run faster (more work per second) as the result of using more processors.
This reasoning is the theory of superlinear speedup by shifting algorithm profile. To test it experimentally, we used a version of SLALOM for the first-generation NCUBE computer. The speed in MFLOPS, as a function of P, was measured as follows: Even after extensive use of assembly larlguage tuning, the problem setup ran at only 0.06 MFLOPS per processor, because of calls to intrinsic functions and irregular sequences of operations. The matrix solution, however, ran at 0.12 MFLOPS lhr large n. For the single-processor run, problem setup took 60% of the time, so the speed was close to 0.06 MFLOPS. On four processors, ,he larger n possible in a oneminute run causes factorization to take more of the time, so the s_ed per processor increased to about 0.07 MFLOPS. The effect would have been merc dramatic exccpt for the lack of parallelism in the input, ,, output, and backsolving tasks. With further work, these will also run in parallel and the supcrlinearity should approach about sixfold spccdup on four processors. Fig. 12 illustrates the effect described, with vertical dashed lines representing the cases in Table III: t. 
Fraction of Time Spent per Routine
A Fixed-Time Paradox
A curious fact emerges when one examines lhc" SlX',edups of individual routines. For example, in going from one to lour processors, tile setup spccdut_ was 3.9, the solve speedup was 3.7, and lhe spccdup for ali remaining routines was 0.7. (That is, the re.maining routines slowed down because of parallel overhead and unparallelized tasks.) Yet, the overall speedup is greater than 4. The superlinear effect is caused by part of the time being replaced by a higher-speed task. For the part of the benchmark shown in the middle section in Fig. 14 , the speedup increases by the product of the relative MFLOPN rates of the tasks and the number of processors, P. With timing broken down in this ._ manner, one can again think about overall speedup as some average of the component speedups, lt is fallacious, however, to average components based on subtasks for a fixed-time performance model.
CONCLUSIONS
We view SLALOM as a significant step toward providing a level playing field for advanced architectures.
We are committed to maintaining the scientific integrity of this benchmark, and look forward to measuring and publishing even more wide-ranging SLALOM numbers in the future.
SL,ALOM illustratcs a new source of non-spurious supcrlincar speedup. Specifically, speed jxzr processor is not constant as problems scale; it changes with fraction of time spcpt in routines of different algorithmic complexity. Speedup is tlm ratio of speeds, not times. Together, these observations give reason to expect that an ensemble computer will often be "more than the sum of its parts" in perfo_Tnance on problems of practical interest.
We hope that the benchmark will last several decades without a fundamental change, lt may be the fir_;t benchmark with such longevity, and will permit the tracking of technology trends over a wide baseline.
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